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Urgent Cargo Handling Limited (UCHL) is a limited liability company established in 1985 that offers integrated logistics 
and supply chain management services.

Headquartered in Nairobi Kenya, with branches at the Jomo Kenyatta International Airport and Mombasa, we have 
satellite offices in Namanga, Nakuru, Eldoret, Kisumu, Malaba, Busia.

`Since inception, UCHL has continuously expanded its network in order to service the main economic centers of the 
world in partnership with global bodies such as The World Cargo Alliance (WCA). Together we have a global virtual infra-
structure of approximately 400 offices in more than 100 countries. With our combined professional skills, innovative 
techniques and the resolution to excel, we endeavor to achieve total customer satisfaction. We offer the best value laden 
end-to-end supply chain solutions to and from all major destinations worldwide.
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CORE OBJECTIVE

To provide integrated logistics and supply chain management solutions

OUR PROMISE

• To provide high quality transportation services to all of our clients
• To invest in our employees to provide better service and company growth
• To care for the environment whilst maintaining the latest industry standards
• To place safety as a top priority in assuring safe work procedures
• To invest in technology to provide fast, accurate and cost-effective service
• To live up to highest industry standards
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MISSION VISION OUR VALUES

To provide efficient, effective and economi-
cal supply chain solutions towards enabling 
market competitiveness of our clients.

To be the supply chain partner of choice in 
the region.

Integrity | HSE | Quality |Reliability | 
Synergy| Trust
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Our service portfolio/pillars  encompasses Customs Clearing & Forwarding, Petroleum Products 
documentation,  Bulk/Project Cargo Management, Transportation (Road, Rail, Air), Warehousing 

and 3PL Managed Solutions  and CFS Services
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CUSTOMS CLEARANCE

If speed, efficiency and predictability are the drivers of your supply chain, then Urgent Cargo 
is the engine! We arrange origin services (inspection and shipping), customs brokerage at 
destination; including processing of requisite permits/exemptions, tax estimations and all 
that appertains to ensuring your shipment gets delivered within the predicted time and cost.
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Our Services Include;
• Documentation of warehousing operation (w707/720)
• Processing of import/export entries (C400/410 & R370/R380)
• Processing of formC16 (transfer of ownership of products)
• Releasing of entries into cosis
• Documentation of transit products (T180/T812 & Asycuda entries) and dry products
• Exit processing at the respective boarders (COEs and truck rotations)
• Bond management (cancellation / replenishment) 

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS DOCUMENTATION
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BULK/PROJECT CARGO

Bulk and out-of-gauge cargo is all about expertise and experience. Since 1985 we have 
continiously built a pool of masters industry in freights and logistics to handle your proj-
ect cargo in the freight industry gives you a project team of veteran movers.

We have assembled a formidable team of air, sea and ground experts to keep your project 
cargo shipments on schedule and on budget. Whether you are working on a local, 
cross-town move or a project half-way around the world, with our resources at your 
disposal no destination is out of reach.

Our team will work with your staff to function as an extension of your office. We’re not just 
a shipping company. We are an integral part of your project cargo team and we will be 
there with you through every step of the project, from needs assessment and load plan-
ning, to final delivery of your freight. You will get the personalized service these types of 
projects demand.
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ROAD TRANSPORTATION

Urgent Cargo has its own fleet of trucks, low loaders, car carriers, 
and delivery vans fitted with tracking devices to cater for your 
transport needs.

Utilizing our own fleet of trucks that range from half-ton pick-ups, 
10-ton trucks, car carriers, low loaders to 40-ton semi-trailers. 
We provide transport to all destinations in East Africa and have the 
capacity to transport your goods be it commercial cargo, bulk 
cargo, lose cargo, motor vehicles, containerized cargo or heavy 
equipment.
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RAIL TRANSPORTATION

Urgent Cargo enjoys a special relationship with the Kenya Rail-
ways for safe and effective goods transit. The Kenya Railway net-
work spans most of Kenya with operations across several train 
routes. This enables us to facilitate a cost-effective 
point-to-point bulk goods transportation service on the basis of 
Full Truck, Half truck or Container Load.
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RAIL TRANSPORTATION

Speed and reliability are everyone’s priority. In partnership with 
our international network, we have made it our mission to meet 
these expectations. We can arrange for the efficient movement 
of your air freight cargo on a door-to-door basis around the 
world.

AIR FREIGHT

Our international network, which is represented 
in most international airports offers a wide range 
of services; 

1. Ordinary Airfreight
2. Charter Services
3. DGR Freight
4. Courier Freight
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SEA FREIGHT

UCHL has built indefatigable strength in SEA FREIGHT operations. 
As a tradition Urgent Cargo offers its customers flexible service 
options for ocean freight transportation. As a result of volume 
contracts we have with major shipping lines, we obtain 
value-based pricing and excellent space commitments. Supple-
mentary facilities like warehousing-free or bonded, CFS services, 
Cargo ground handling or transporting equipment are standard in 
our basket.

Our sea freight services include;

1.Complete FCL and LCL service
2.Project/OOG Cargo;
3.Export and Import documentation 
4.Transportation (heavy and light)
5.Warehousing
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WAREHOUSING

We offer warehousing facilities for both long-term and short-term 
storage of cargo.

We also provide supply chain management services.

 3PL MANAGED SOLUTIONS 

 

!

To provide integrated logistics and supply chain management 
solutions, Urgent Cargo will outsource staff to you and manage 
your entire supply chain to allow you time to focus on what you do 
best”
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WAREHOUSING

Our CFS services in Mombasa and Nairobi will guarantee the following advantages;

1.Better service preposition in Nairobi with faster verification, loading and exit process-
es; truck turnaround time of 2hrs or less
2.Opportunity to perform destination inspection and issuance of COCs giving importers 
the advantage of quick importation; hence faster market access
3. Better visibility of cargo movement
4. Overall control of the importers to fix their importation costs; no hidden operational 
costs nor late delivery penalties
5. Reliable and flexible planning opportunities
6. Early acceptance of export cargo for railage
7. Centralized customs operations for both import and export
8. Return of empties within stipulated shipping free period
9. Personalized service between the CFS management, agents and importers
10. Daily updates to the importers and their agents
11. Ability to negotiate credit facilities

CFS SERVICES
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